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Abstract: Understanding the mineralogy and geochemistry of the subsurface is key when assessing
and exploring for mineral deposits. To achieve this goal, rapid acquisition and accurate interpretation
of drill core data are essential. Hyperspectral shortwave infrared imaging is a rapid and non-
destructive analytical method widely used in the minerals industry to map minerals with diagnostic
features in core samples. In this paper, we present an automated method to interpret hyperspectral
shortwave infrared data on drill core to decipher major felsic rock-forming minerals using supervised
machine learning techniques for processing, masking, and extracting mineralogical and textural
information. This study utilizes a co-registered training dataset that integrates hyperspectral data
with quantitative scanning electron microscopy data instead of spectrum matching using a spectral
library. Our methodology overcomes previous limitations in hyperspectral data interpretation for the
full mineralogy (i.e., quartz and feldspar) caused by the need to identify spectral features of minerals;
in particular, it detects the presence of minerals that are considered invisible in traditional shortwave
infrared hyperspectral analysis.

Keywords: mineral exploration; hyperspectral shortwave infrared (SWIR) core scanning; automated
mineralogy; supervised machine learning; CNN; ResNet; variational autoencoders; masking

1. Introduction

In the mining industry, knowledge of the mineralogical makeup of ore and host rock
units is critical at many stages of a project’s life cycle, ranging from early exploration to
production and remediation. Hyperspectral imaging is currently the method of choice
in the mining industry, as it allows mineralogical analysis of large amounts of drill core
in a short period of time, permitting operators to acquire mineralogical data in nearly
real time during exploration and resource definition [1–4]. Hyperspectral imaging of drill
core typically involves measuring the absorption of light in the visible to near-infrared
(VNIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR). The composition of each measured pixel in the
core scan can then be determined by spectral matching and feature fitting algorithms as
part of data postprocessing.

However, significant problems arise because spectra are often produced by spectral
overlap of different minerals present in each pixel, and common minerals such as garnet,
olivine, feldspar, and quartz, as well as many oxide and sulfide minerals, lack well de-
fined diagnostic VNIR-SWIR spectral features [3,4] and are undetectable by such methods.
Moreover, the spectrally dominant mineral in a measured pixel may not be the dominant
mineral in the pixel. To overcome these limitations, we propose an automated method of
spectral interpretation that extracts associations between hyperspectral and quantitative
automated mineralogy data using supervised machine learning techniques. Our proposed
methodology does not require the minerals to have VNIR-SWIR hyperspectral diagnostic
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absorption features to be identified, nor does it require the use of spectral libraries, which
may or may not be appropriate to identify minerals occurring at a given study site. Instead
the method learns identifying features from data.

Using an automated approach based on learning from the available data helps to
reduce the subjectivity in the analysis and to avoid mineral identification based solely on
spectral predominance. The basic idea is to use supervised learning to automate processes
that usually rely on experts’ knowledge, such as defining masks for core measured in boxes
and feature identification in spectra. Expert knowledge is not ignored, as it is of great value
and can be incorporated in training of the neural networks. For instance, in our approach
(Section 3) we use it to help the network learn masking of drill core boxes.

The two main goals of our work are to develop methods to (i) automate the con-
struction of masks, which are otherwise hand-drawn by visual inspection of the images
obtained from the drill core boxes and (ii) extract mineral information from hyperspectral
data given ground truth information obtained from scanning electron microscope (SEM)
data, including minerals such as quartz and feldspar that are traditionally considered invis-
ible in SWIR hyperspectral analysis. For both tasks, we use supervised machine learning
techniques based on convolutional neural networks (CNN). They are supervised because
in order to construct masks the networks use hand-drawn masks to learn the masking,
while the mineral identification networks learn to identify features in hyperspectral data
using the mineralogy from SEM data. To achieve these objectives (and with the final goal
of eventually obtaining a fully automated processing tool), we use supervised learning and
other machine learning techniques for the pre- and postprocessing steps required for each
of the main tasks.

Following this introduction, the remaining parts of this paper describe the developed
methodology and its applications. Figure 1 summarizes the basic flow of the analysis. In
Section 2, we describe the data used for our study as well as the basic data processing
steps used prior to analysis. Supervised learning methods for the construction of masks
are described in Section 3. The machine learning methods used for mineral identification
are discussed in Section 4. Sections 3 and 4 include descriptions of further data processing
steps as well as the results obtained by applying our methodology to the data. Finally, the
paper concludes in Section 5 with a summary and comments.
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2. Data and Processing

Our machine learning methods were developed and tested using drill core from the
Castle Mountain low-sulfidation epithermal gold deposit, which is located on the margin
of the Colorado River extensional corridor in California [5,6]. The deposit has a total
endowment of over 150 metric tonnes of gold, and is hosted in pervasively altered volcanic
rocks [7].

Samples for analysis were collected from an exploration diamond drill hole in the
southern part of the deposit area (drill hole CMM-111, intersecting 637.5 m of dominantly
felsic lavas and volcaniclastic rocks). One interval of rhyolite was chosen for subsampling
due to its relative lithologic homogeneity and variable hydrothermal alteration mineralogy.
Thin sections were obtained from five samples over a drill core length of 8.7 m at depths
ranging from 524.2 to 532.9 m.

2.1. SEM-Based Automated Mineralogy

The five thin sections were analyzed using automated scanning electron microscopy
in the Mineral and Materials Characterization Facility in the Department of Geology and
Geological Engineering at the Colorado School of Mines. A TESCAN-VEGA-3 (Model
LMU VP-SEM) platform was used and operated using the TIMA3 control software. The
thin sections were scanned and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry and backscat-
tered electron (BSE) imaging were conducted using a user-defined beam stepping interval
(spacing between acquisition points) of 56 µm. The instrument was operated using an
acceleration voltage of 25 keV, a beam intensity of 14, and a working distance of 15 mm.
The EDX spectra were then compared to spectra held in a look-up table, allowing a mineral
assignment to be made based on the chemical composition in each acquisition point. This
procedure produced a compositional mineral map displaying the predominant mineral in
each pixel, which was used to train our mineral classifier. In addition, mineral abundance
data for the five thin sections were obtained.

2.2. Shortwave Infrared Spectroscopy

Hyperspectral imaging of the thin sections was performed using the SisuChema
imaging system by TerraCore. For this project, SWIR data in the 1000 nm to 2500 nm range
were acquired at a 12 nm spectral resolution using a pixel size of 280 µm. In addition
to the thin sections, the 8.7 m of drill core were scanned using a sisuRock system with
two cameras (RGB and VNIR-SWIR) in the same spectral range and spectral resolution for
the VNIR-SWIR camera. The spatial resolution of the core images was 1.2 mm.

The preprocessing of the hyperspectral data obtained on the thin sections and the core
was completed by TerraCore, and involved empirical line calibration [8]. This method of
correction to reflectance was based on the measurement of spectrally uniform white and
dark references in each image. Based on a line-fitting approach, the hyperspectral data in
each image were then converted to reflectance measurements [9].

2.3. Image Registration

Manual image registration was performed to align the separately measured automated
mineralogy and SWIR hyperspectral images by selecting and overlaid corners and mineral
features in the images. The goal was to co-register both datasets to the same pixels.
Because the images were not perfectly square, data had to be cropped from each of the
images to create a usable match between the two different image types. As the automated
mineralogy data were obtained at a resolution of 56 µm and the SWIR hyperspectral data
were obtained at a resolution of 280 µm, the images were matched to ensure that every pixel
in a SWIR image was mapped to a 5× 5 block of pixels from the corresponding automated
mineralogy image.
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3. Neural Network Masking

Masks are used to exclude data from the core boxes that are not useful to the mineral
prediction network, such as the box frame, wooden blocks indicating the drill depth, and
broken material that is too fine-grained to yield good reflectance or prohibits correct depth
registration (see the left panel in Figure 2). This preprocessing masking step improves the
overall quality of the data used to train the network and obtain the mineral predictions.
The masks described in this section were later used in the mineral classification process
described in Section 4.
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Figure 2. Example of core box (left) with associated SWIR spectra (right); see Figures 6 and 9 for
further discussion.

TerraCore provided the data used to develop our neural networks, which included
hyperspectral data together with manually-obtained masks for each of 118 core-boxes. Of
these, 100 were randomly selected to train the CNN and the remaining 18 were used to
check the quality of the masks.

3.1. Preprocessing

Training a CNN with SWIR images can be quite computationally expensive; for
instance, a single SWIR image takes as much as 300 MB when represented as a multidi-
mensional array. Thus, to develop a computationally and memory efficient CNN masking
algorithm, we first performed a preprocessing dimensionality-reduction step. Principal
component analysis (PCA) worked well for masking with this dataset. PCA is designed to
determine a reduced set of orthogonal linear projections from a collection of variables to
account for most of the sample variance (see, e.g., [10]). We found that the first three princi-
pal components accounted for 95–99% of the total sample variance across all core images,
achieving a 100-fold size reduction of the arrays, which in turn led to a significant reduction
in the total number of parameters required by the CNN model. Nevertheless, as storing
the 100 SWIR images requires a large amount of memory, computing the standard singular
value decomposition used in PCA remained challenging. Thus, we followed [11] and
used an incremental version of PCA (implemented in scikit-learn) for the hyperspectral
curve of each pixel. This approach computes the principal components by loading small
batches into memory, then updating the estimates of the components. A final preprocessing
step was to pad the resulting PCA images to ensure that a uniform size for easier use by
the CNN.

3.2. Supervised Learning and Results

The uniformly-sized PCA images were combined with TerraCore masks to construct
a complete dataset for training the masking model, and the same dataset was then used
to perform supervised learning with a particular CNN image segmentation model, a
simplified version of SegNet. The CNN SegNet architecture has been shown to be highly
effective in image segmentation tasks [12]; it is a convolutional encoder–decoder model
with a classification layer (see Figure 2 in [12] for an example). The encoder consists of
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thirteen convolution layers that are downsampled three times by a factor of two (as in
the SegNet model) to a final size of 34 by 22 pixels. The decoder is composed of thirteen
transposed convolution layers and is upsampled every three layers until the original
image size is restored. This structure is able to capture low-resolution details in the image,
although higher-resolution details may be lost and edges may be smoothed. To reduce
this loss of high-resolution detail, SegNet employs skip connections that match encoder
layers to decoder layers of the same size. These skip connections transfer information
between layers by storing the indices of the pixels preserved during the downsampling
stages, and fills the upsampled layers at those same indices (filling the rest by bilinear
interpolation) to preserve the structure of the information in the image. We used a variation
of this architecture that is straightforward to implement, simply passing the output of the
layer before downsampling to the corresponding layer after upsampling, then adding these
two outputs together. Using skip connections, SegNet is able to interpret images on scales
ranging from single pixels to larger clusters of pixels that encode global information. Our
model was trained using ADAM [13], a stochastic gradient-based method, which was run
with a batch size of five images until the model stopped showing improvement (about
100 epochs).

The images from the final output were postprocessed using wavelet spatial smoothing
with a second-order Daubechies wavelet (implemented in the package scikit-image [14]);
here, by ‘order’ we mean the approximation order of the Daubechies wavelet (see [15]).
The purpose of this postprocessing was two-fold: to produce masks that have continuous
segments, and to remove artifacts that may have been introduced by the CNN SegNet
model. Any neural network used is bound to make incorrect assignments that produce a
noisy-looking mask; this is corrected by the smoothing step. It is analogous to drawing a
mask by hand in that one tries to ignore small irregularities in favor of smoother segments
of the core. As the net continues to learn with larger training sets, it makes fewer mistakes,
requiring only small corrections or even no corrections at all. However, it should be noted
that no smoothed data were used in the analysis described in Section 4; the smooth masks
only provide the part of the data that to be used.

Higher-order wavelets were able to reproduce the original masks effectively; however,
they failed to effectively remove the artifacts. We decided to use a second-order wavelet,
as it provided the best combination of artifact removal, continuity, and mask quality. For
example, the left panels in Figure 3 show the predicted filtered CNN masks of representative
images of two drill cores in their core boxes (center). Note that a few rock fragments were
removed, which is to be expected from any prediction network or algorithm trained on
a limited sample. There is always a trade-off; the advantage of neural networks is that
networks can learn, and keep improving the more they are trained.

3.3. Finer Masking

The masking procedure can be trained to identify and/or remove finer details such
as broken material. For example, in certain applications it may be important to know
where the broken material is located in the core boxes, as it does not properly represent
the length of the drill core and may result in incorrect depth registration. In this case, it is
possible to design the neural network to keep track of the location of the broken material.
For this study, we simply masked these areas using an additional much smaller neural
network that takes the masked output of the CNN and identifies pixels of interest while
excluding broken material. This neural network consists of one fully connected layer with
ReLU activation and a classification layer. The data for this model were generated based on
eight randomly selected images. For each image, we used the K-means clustering method
(see, e.g., [10]) to identify the pixels of interest by grouping all of the pixels into three
clusters (‘core’, ‘background’, and ‘broken material’). We then determined the clusters
containing pixels of interest by hand. Because the output of this model was somewhat
noisy, a smoothing filter was applied to this secondary mask. Based on visual inspection,
the filtered model was far more satisfactory and generalized well to the rest of the dataset.
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The right panels in each row in Figure 3 show the masks obtained after applying the finer
masking procedure to two different core boxes. It can be seen that both masks effectively
remove the background from this image and preserve the important sections of rock. The
finer mask is much more selective and removes the broken material almost entirely, and
even removes the cracks in between the larger rock pieces. It should be noted that the level
of masking to be applied is user-defined, and depends on the particular application.
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Figure 3. Masks obtained with the methods described in Section 3. Each row shows a core box
(middle), a neural network generated mask (left), and a finer mask (right) that also removes broken
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Figure 4. Automated mineralogy data (top) with predominant minerals highlighted in yellow (quartz)
and blue (K-feldspar), paired with its associated spectral data (bottom). The sample also includes
muscovite, which is not abundant enough to be the predominant mineral in any of the pixels. The
two images on the right hand-side are used to train the mineral identification network. Field of view
in (a) and (c) is 30 mm, whereas the field of view in (b) and (d) is 17 mm.

Figure 3. Masks obtained with the method described in Section 3. Each row shows a core box (middle),
a neural network-generated mask (left), and a finer mask (right) that removes broken material.

4. Modal Mineral Classification

Following the masking procedure, we proceeded to make a mineral assignment for
each pixel by identifying the most abundant mineral occurring in the pixel (i.e., modal
abundance classification). This method is based on supervised learning. This time, thin
sections scanned using SEM-based automated mineralogy were used as a reference to
inform the SWIR spectroscopy data. An example of the training data is shown in Figure 4.

Unlike traditional spectral analyses, our classification model does not look for chosen
characteristic features, which may not be known for certain minerals; instead, it learns
identifying features from the entire spectral curve. As an illustration of how difficult it may
be to distinguish minerals without identifying features, Figure 5 shows examples of three
very similar reflectance curves, corresponding to quartz, K-feldspar, and Na-K-feldspar in
the samples presented here.
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Figure 4. Automated mineralogy data (top) with predominant minerals highlighted in yellow (quartz)
and blue (K-feldspar), paired with its associated spectral data (bottom). The sample also includes
muscovite, which is not abundant enough to be the predominant mineral in any of the pixels. The
two images on the right hand-side are used to train the mineral identification network. Field of view
in (a) and (c) is 30 mm, whereas the field of view in (b) and (d) is 17 mm.

Figure 4. Automated mineralogy data (top) with predominant minerals highlighted in yellow (quartz)
and blue (K-feldspar) paired with associated spectral data (bottom). The sample includes muscovite
as well, which is not abundant enough to be the predominant mineral in any of the pixels. The
two images on the right hand-side were used to train the mineral identification network. The field of
view in (a,c) is 30 mm, whereas the field of view in (b,d) is 17 mm.

Figure 5. Examples of absorbance curves from thin section data for quartz, K-feldspar, and Na-
K-feldspar. While these absorbance curves look virtually identical to the naked eye, as they lack
diagnostic features, the machine learning algorithm is able to use all the curves to learn subtle
differences that can be used to correctly identify different minerals.
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4.1. Preprocessing

To learn identifying features, we first assisted the learning network by preprocessing
the data to account for the fact that the thin section data and core box data differ in
important ways which in themselves may not be useful for mineral identification. For
instance, each thin section pixel is sampled uniformly at 214 wavelengths from 1004.05 nm
to 2505.38 nm, and each pixel is 280 µm across. The thin section itself is approximately
60 µm thick, and was sampled behind a 1200 µm thick glass. On the other hand, each pixel
in the core box consists of measurements at 411 wavelengths from 463.31 nm to 2476.54 nm,
and each pixel is 1.2 mm across. The core box images are larger, and represent materials
with widely varying scales and textures. These differences are quite apparent in the left
panel of Figure 6, which displays core box data (blue) and thin section data (orange). This
preprocessing step is more important with smaller amounts of data, as in our case; as more
data become available, the network needs less help to learn identifying features, although
dimensionality reduction techniques may be necessary to address computational cost.
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Figure 6. The left panel shows a sample of the absorbance curves from the core data (blue) and
thin-section data (orange). It shows that the spectrally dominant mineral is muscovite as indicated
by the 2200 nm feature. Broad absorption features in the VNIR spectrum range indicate Fe2+, Fe3+

or a combination of them. The right panel shows the same data in the first two components of x̂ (as
defined in Section 4.1) for the same sample.
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functions of their input: x̂ = Wx, x ≈ VT x̂, where W, V ∈ Rp×209. The variance vector
is defined as s = (si) = exp(Sx + b) with S ∈ Rp×209 and b ∈ Rp, and the component-
wise exponential function is used to ensure positive variances. The model parameters
(W, V, S, b) are determined by minimizing the loss function `(x; r)
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4.2. Modal learning 265
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Figure 6. The left panel shows a sample of the absorbance curves from the core box data (blue)
and thin section data (orange). It can be seen that the spectrally dominant mineral is muscovite, as
indicated by the 2200 nm feature. Broad absorption features in the VNIR spectrum range indicate Fe2+,
Fe3+, or a combination of the two. The right panel shows the same data in the first two components
of x̂ (as defined in Section 4.1) for the same sample.

We used a stochastic autoencoder model (SAE) to transform the data to a latent space
where the two datasets have comparable distributions. Our SAE is a variation of the
traditional variational autoencoder (VAE). VAEs are neural network models composed
of an encoder that maps high-dimensional data to a low-dimensional latent space and a
decoder that maps the latent space back to the original space [16,17]. The latent space is a set
of pairs of vectors x̂ ∈ Rp and s ∈ Rp, s > 0 that define multivariate Gaussian distributions
N(x̂, diag(s)). Variational autoencoders have been successfully used to simulate data by
resampling from the learned distributions [16,17]; however, we used SAE as an alternative
to PCA because the randomization tends to spread out distributions, which is desirable for
our problem as we want to obtain a comparable distribution for the two data sources. More
importantly, the SAE provided better classification results than training the same model
and using PCA for dimensionality reduction, despite requiring more features to represent
the data accurately.

We summarize the basic procedure before moving on to the details of our SAE. We
started by linearly interpolating the core box data to 209 wavelengths, which was a subset
of the thin section wavelengths in the range 1004.05–2470.37 nm (the maximum overlapping
range between the two sampling intervals). The pixels in each dataset were centered and
scaled to zero sample mean and unit variance for each wavelength. These two datasets were
combined to train a linear SAE that learned a common distribution for the two data sources.
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The model was trained by randomly sampling vectors from N(x̂, diag(s)) and mea-
suring the reconstruction error in Rp. We used an embedding dimension p = 6, as it was
found to work best with our classification model. After the model was trained, the mean
vector x̂ was used as the low p-dimensional representation of the data.

As mentioned above, our SAE is linear; that is, the encoder and decoders are linear
functions of their input (x̂ = Wx, x ≈ VT x̂), where W, V ∈ Rp×209. The variance vector
is defined as s = (si) = exp(Sx + b) with S ∈ Rp×209 and b ∈ Rp, and the component-
wise exponential function is used to ensure positive variances. The model parameters
(W, V, S, b) are determined by minimizing the loss function `(x; r):

`(x; r) = ‖x−VT(x̂ + diag(s) r)‖2 + τ
p

∑
i=1

1/si,

where r ∼ N(0, I). Unlike the typical VAE model, which maximizes an evidence lower
bound (as in [16,17]), our SAE model attempts to minimize the reconstruction error while
penalizing small variance in order to mix the distributions in a common latent space.
This loss is minimized using ADAM, where at each iteration and for each data point we
randomly sampled r. The term with the τ parameter penalizes small variances, and τ
controls the bias introduced by this penalty (τ was chosen to be 10−4 based on experiments
carried out on the data). We implemented this model using TensorFlow [18]. An example
of the results is shown in the right panel of Figure 6, where the data from the left panel are
shown in two of the six dimensions of the latent space.

4.2. Modal Learning

Our classification model uses the latent variable x̂ of a pixel (defined in Section 4.1) to
predict a mineralogy label for such pixel. The model is a dense neural network implemented
in the scikit-learn package [14]. The neural network has two hidden layers, the first
with 100 neurons and the second with 50. Both layers used the ReLU activation function.
The weights of each layer were obtained using penalized least squares, with the squared
norm of the coefficients as the penalty. This is a standard approach used to regularize the
minimization of a data misfit [19,20]. To reduce the correlation of neighboring pixels, all
the pixels were stored in a large matrix and the entries were randomized. The training
set consisted of 75% of the pixels, and the testing set consisted of the remaining 25%.
These were used as training and testing sets for the entire modal prediction analysis. The
optimal regularization parameter for the penalized least squares was determined using
an exhaustive search to find the parameter that produced the best accuracy on the test set.
We used GridSearchCV from the Scikit Learn Python package to perform this search [14].
Figure 7 provides a brief summary of the model identification procedure, from registration
to prediction with new data.

The distribution of the minerals in the data is summarized in Table 1. Note that quartz
and K-feldspar are the dominant minerals in the samples, while muscovite is the spectrally
dominant mineral in the SWIR spectrum.

Table 1. Number of training and test samples (pixels) used for each mineral.

Model Training Samples Test Samples

Quartz 7616 2538
K-Feldspar 3785 1263

Na-K-Feldspar 64 12
Unclassified 54 17
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Registration

Automated Mineralogy Hyperspectral
x ←→ y

SAE to Latent Space

x ←→ x̂
y ←→ ŷ

CNN Training

Find θ, fθ(x) = dominant mineral in ŷ

Model Prediction

xnew → x̂new → fθ(x̂new)

Figure 7. Flowchart summarizing the machine learning algorithm from registration to prediction at
the drill core scale.

4.3. Results

We applied SAE reduction to the pixels and predicted the mineralogy based on the
latent variables, as explained in Section 4.1. Figures 8 and 9 show predicted modal mineral
abundance for two of the core box images. A first check of the results was qualitative
based on the geology and mineralogy. Four of the thin sections analyzed using SEM-
based automated mineralogy were sampled from the drill core boxes shown in Figure 5,
which enabled us to visually verify the classification results; that is, the mineralogy, modal
abundance, and textural information on core that were derived through machine learning
were verified and compared to the outcomes of traditional core logging performed by
trained geologists. Because both quartz and feldspar are invisible in traditional SWIR data
interpretation, arriving at a correct identification while maintaining their respective spatial
distributions shows the proposed methodology’s potential. As is evident in Figure 9, note
that the secondary procedure described in Section 3 was used to remove broken material
before applying the classification model.

To evaluate the performance of the mineral predictions, the CNN was trained on a
randomly selected set of 75% of the samples, while its predictions were tested on the re-
maining 25%. The accuracy was computed using the usual score, defined as the proportion
of correct predictions in the test set. We obtained a prediction accuracy of 80%. For a
second accuracy check, we used K-fold cross validation, which is a procedure used to test
the accuracy of an algorithm by creating K training sets with non-overlapping test sets
(see [10]). Using K = 10, we averaged the results of our K-fold cross-validated accuracy
scores and obtained an accuracy of 78%. This result is consistent with the first metric.
Accuracy scores for individual minerals along with misclassification results are shown by
the confusion matrix in Figure 10. For example, 62% of 791 K-feldspar pixels were correctly
classified, and the rest were incorrectly classified as quartz.
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automated masking and interpretation of SWIR data using ML techniques
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False-color automated mineralogy images of select samples.

Figure 8. Graphical summary of the modal mineral classification procedure. The first two rows at the
top show the automated mineralogy data of four thin sections (with legend). The origin of these thin
sections is indicated in red in the drill core images show at the bottom (the bottom two rows). The
mineralogical drill core predictions are shown in the third row with the same false color coding as
the automated mineralogy images (the top two rows).
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4.4. Interpreting Accuracy

It is important to be careful when interpreting the reported accuracy results due to
the large class imbalance in our data, which is evident in Table 1. It is well known that
this type of class imbalance can result in predictions that may provide misleading results,
as a classifier can simply predict the majority class and report an accuracy as high as the
proportion of the majority class relative to all classes. Therefore, we used receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves to test each of the classes as binary variables (see [21,22] for an
introduction to ROC analysis). Because there were four classes in our data, we binarized
our classes using a one-versus-rest scenario and computed the individual ROC curves
for each of the four classes. In this one-versus-rest scenario, we treated one of the classes
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as the positive binary variable and combined the remaining three classes as the negative
binary variable.

To generate the ROC curves, all of the predicted labels were arranged in an array
with values corresponding to one of the four classes (we used the Yellowbrick Python
package [23]). We then applied the one-versus-rest methodology described above to bina-
rize each of the four classes. Next, each predicted label was scored based on the probability
of the predicted class belonging to the actual class. This probability or score was computed
from the classification decision rule determined by CNN. The instances (positive or nega-
tive classifications) were sorted by their scores, which were then compared to threshold
values. The threshold values started at a very large value and decreased to zero. If a classi-
fier output was above the threshold value, the classifier produced a positive classification
outcome; otherwise, it produced a negative classification outcome. To aid in interpretation,
in ROC space a threshold of infinity takes the point (0, 0), where no positive classifications
are issued, and a threshold of zero takes the point (1, 1), where only positive classifications
are issued. Intuitively, when the area under the ROC curve is close to one the classifier can
be considered nearly perfect. Conversely, when the area under the curve is 0.5 or less it can
be inferred that the classifier functionally behaves as random or worse, respectively. The
ROC curves for each of the four mineral classes are shown in Figure 11. Because the ROC
curves show performance that is strongly biased towards the true positive rate, it can be
inferred that our algorithm is able to accurately predict modal mineral abundances despite
the class imbalance.

4.5. Cluster-Wise Accuracy

It is important to note that pixel-by-pixel prediction accuracy is often not as important
to geologists as prediction of the mineral modal abundance in the textural domain. Further-
more, pixel-by-pixel accuracy is difficult to achieve because hyperspectral and SEM-based
analytical results are sensitive to different material volumes within the sample. In addition,
there may be small misalignments of measurements taken by different instruments. To
assess how our mineral predictions perform with respect to small clusters, we again used
K-fold cross validation, this time with majority-prediction votes on clusters of pixels across
the sample. First, we split the hyperspectral test data and the ground truth automated
mineralogy data into corresponding but non-overlapping square tiles of pixels. Starting
with a single pixel, the tile size was increased by one pixel at a time until reaching tiles
consisting of 25× 25 pixels. We compared each hyperspectral test data tile to the associated
automated mineralogy tile using a majority vote method; that is, we counted the number
of pixels classified as a particular mineral and labeled the entire tile with the mineral that
occurred the most in the tile. If two associated tiles had the same majority vote, we scored
the match as a ‘1’; otherwise, it was scored as ‘0’. The proportion of matches out of the total
number of tiles was recorded for each tile size. The results are shown in Figure 12, which
shows a plot of the majority vote accuracy for each tile size (defined as the total number of
pixels in the tile). As expected, for a single pixel the same 78% accuracy is recovered as was
obtained before, while as the votes of more pixels are combined an accuracy above 90%
is eventually reached. This can be interpreted as good accuracy for the prediction of the
dominant mineral in small patches across the sample.
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Figure 12. K-fold cross-validation estimate of the majority vote accuracy as a function of tile size.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Hyperspectral SWIR data are widely used during various stages of a mine’s life cycle
to complement traditional core logging. Hyperspectral core scanning is a rapid and non-
destructive analytical method for mapping of minerals with diagnostic features, whereas
SEM-based quantitative automated mineralogy can provide high-resolution mineralogical
maps showing the mineral modal abundance of predominant minerals from select subsam-
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ples. The combination of rapid hyperspectral core scanning with quantitative mineralogical
data derived from SEM-based automated mineralogy allows quantitative characterization
of the mineralogy of drill core by upscaling SEM-based quantitative automated miner-
alogy information rather than mapping out spectrally dominant minerals. To develop
this methodology, samples from the Castle Mountain low-sulfidation epithermal gold
deposit in California were used. We produced mineralogy maps of drill core that were
further evaluated to deduce mineral abundance data and textural information and used for
comparison with core logs acquired through visual inspection. The proposed methodology
for rapid mineralogical characterization can be easily applied to core from other deposits
and deposit types. In addition to studies of ore deposits, this research has implications to
the characterization of waste rock piles and tailings.

The use of SEM-based automated mineralogy data as training data for supervised
machine learning was proposed and used previously by [3,4,24]. These studies demon-
strated the potential of supervised machine learning to map the abundance of minerals with
diagnostic features in wavelength spectra of interest using hyperspectral data. The method
presented here focuses on mapping the predominant mineral rather than focusing on miner-
als with diagnostic features in the SWIR wavelength range (spectrally dominant minerals).

The methods presented here have the potential to enhance traditional techniques
used in hyperspectral data interpretation of geological materials. We have shown that
machine learning can be successfully used to interpret hyperspectral drill core data using a
training dataset consisting of automated mineralogy and hyperspectral data collected from
a small number of samples of the core to be analyzed. The proposed methodology was able
to detect minerals that are undetectable by traditional hyperspectral data interpretation,
overcoming previous limitations caused by the need to identify spectral features of minerals.
The proposed methodology can reduce human bias in traditional visual core logging as
well. In addition, the technique described in this paper illustrates how routine pre- and
postprocessing tasks such as masking can be automated using machine learning techniques.
Machine learning techniques were additionally used to address computational challenges
in the implementation of the neural networks.

The present study shows that fusing SEM-based automated mineralogy data with
hyperspectral data can be used to efficiently map both alteration mineralogy [3,4,24] and
complete mineralogy, including minerals that are traditionally considered invisible in the
SWIR wavelength spectrum. As a next step, image analysis could be applied to false color
core maps of minerals to deduce information such as textural relationships, which could
highlight characteristics such as flow ganding or automatically classify coherent felsic
volcanic rocks and clastic volcanic rocks.

An important advantage of neural networks is that they can be used to obtain data-
driven models of complex processes; however, their physical interpretation is typically
difficult. For example, while our CNN model provided good mineral predictions we
cannot easily say what spectral characteristics were useful to the network in reaching these
identifications. We believe it is important to develop tools that can enable interpretation
of the outcome of neural networks in order to determine what can be learned from them
about rock physics and geology. This will be a part of our future work. For an introduction
to the general problem of interpretating neural networks, see [25]. We intend to extend the
proposed neural networks to estimate the percentage of different minerals in each pixel, not
only the mode; this is a more difficult problem (known as unmixing) that requires larger
training sets and is much more computationally demanding.
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